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scopic techniques. OCR Output
atomic structure of antihydrogen using Doppler-free two—photon spectro
an appropriate detector. In the second phase, we will investigate the
measuring the formation and disappearance rates of antihydrogen with
ture and behaviour of antihydrogen atoms in such an environment by

In the first phase of the experiment we will study the formation, cap
Equivalence Principle for antimatter at a high precision
gen and antihydrogen, can provide direct experimental tests of the Weak
itational acceleration of atoms and, if applied to a comparison of hydro

Additionally, spectroscopic methods have been used to study the grav
providing a direct test of CPT in the baryon sector at this precision.
compare matter and antimatter properties at a level of 1 part in 1018,
a lifetime of the excited state of 125 msec, offers the possibility to directly
counterpart, the hydrogen atom. Especially the 1S — 2S transition, with
ture with extremely high precision and compare it to its normal matter
spectroscopic methods can be applied to interrogate their atomic struc

Once antihydrogen atoms have been captured and cooled, standard
antihydrogen atoms in a magnetostatic trap.
energy, and to utilize the best of of these methods to capture 1000 or more
propose to investigate the different methods to form antihydrogen at low

Thus the ingredients to form antihydrogen at rest are at hand. We
cooling of neutral atoms.
been generated. Finally, steady progress has been made in trapping and
similar traps, and ultra-low energy positron or positronium beams have
volume in space. Positrons have been accumulated in large numbers in
milli-electron volts, and in storing them for hours confined to a sma.Il
specially designed Penning traps, in cooling them to energies of a few
Energy Antiproton Ring (LEAR) at CERN in capturing antiprotons in

In the last years, impressive progress has been achieved at the Low
important is the question of the gravitational acceleration of antimatter.
in all particle sectors is of fundamental importance for physics. Equally

The study of CPT invariance with the highest achievable precision



charge—exchange reaction between antiprotons and positronium atoms [16]. OCR Output
density positron plasma in a Penning trap [15], and the third method consists of a
the recombination cross section when ultra-cold antiprotons are mixed with a high
positrons [14]. The second method utilizes the strong temperature dependency of
increase the rate for the radiative recombination processes between antiprotons and

The first approach uses continuum to bound-state transitions driven by a laser to

discussed:

Several proposals to efficiently form antihydrogen atoms at low energy have been
number of atoms available, should be confined in a small volume in space.
must be produced with extremely low kinetic energies and, due to the expected low

To perform such high precision spectroscopic experiments antihydrogen atoms
measurements on antihydrogen at a. level of of 10'° or better.
acceleration of atoms with an accuracy of 10'8 [13] and offer the possibility for gravity
performed [12]. Spectroscopic methods have been used to determine the gravitational
and their antiparticles should be identical. However, no experimental tests have been
tions call into question the general belief that the gravitational acceleration of particles

A number of attempts to unify gravity with the electro-weak and strong interac
see also reference [11].
to the quantum limit [10]. For a more detailed discussion of these and related issues
spectral line can be determined to one part in 103 and the line width can be reduced
ultimate precision of the 1S — 2S two-photon transition of 10'1°, if the center of the
precision. In particular, the 1/8 second lifetime of the metastable 2S level a.llows an
the analogous transitions in hydrogen would test CPT-invariance with commensurate
gen could, in principle, be performed with very high precision, and comparison with
identical. Spectroscopic measurements of photon transition frequencies in antihydro
fine structure, hyperfine structure, and Lambshifts in hydrogen and antihydrogen are

CPT symmetry of quantum-electrodynamics requires that the gross structure,
and is thereby in direct contradiction to the curved spacetime required by gravitation.
Wald [9] that the proof of CPT invariance requires the assumption of fiat spacetime,
strength of the CP—violating interaction Furthermore, it has been pointed out by
interaction. Such a new interaction is only constrained to be less than 10 % of the
amplitudes and the kaon mass matrix, and would constrain a new CPT—vi0lating
rect and model dependent connection between the measured properties of the decay
precision. However, the test of CPT in the neutral kaon system is based on an indi
the same magnetic field (10"°) [7] have achieved impressive, but significantly lower,
(2.1 >< 10*2) and the equality of the proton and antiproton cyclotron frequencies in
Direct tests such as the equality of the electron and positron gyromagnetic ratios [6]

18compared to the mass of the K0, has set the scale of precision to better than 10`
at very high precision. An indirect test of the equality of the K ° and F masses [5],
lifetimes, and gyromagnetic moments. A few of these predictions have been tested
antiparticle have equal and opposite electrical charges, and the same inertial masses,
developed by Liiders [1], Pauli [2], Bell [3], and Jost [4] are that a particle and its
The main implications of CPT invariance that can be deduced from the CPT theorem

1 Introduction



recombination process to take place. If a free positron is to be combined with the OCR Output
the antiprotons and positrons in close contact for a time sufficiently long to allow the
tions. The first challenge will consist of combining these two experiments, bringing

Large numbers of positrons have also been accumulated in similar field configura
the antihydrogen experiment.
number of antiprotons has been accumulated, the entire bunch will be transferred to
hours at an anticipated time period of 2 — 3 minutes between pulses. Once a sufficient
(AD) of 2 >< 107 antiprotons per p111se, this will require 250 pulses or approximately 15
and an anticipated intensity of antiproton pulses from the Antiproton Decelerator
107 antiprotons from the antiproton source. At the current capture efficiency of 0.2%
plan to use our existing catching trap set-up (with small modifications) to accumulate
as a Penning trap, and can be cooled to sub-eV temperatures by electron cooling. We
section, antiprotons can be captured in an electromagnetic field configuration known
Using the method of experiment PS200, which will be described briefly in the next

2.1 Experimental overview

the capture efficiency into such a trap.
we will superimpose magnetic gradients forming a prototype neutral trap and study
other taking into account specific requirements of future experiments. Additionally,
to study the different routes to antihydrogen production and compare them with each
combination and detect the formed antihydrogen through its annihilation. We intend
antiprotons, transfer both constituents into a common experimental set-up for re
here we intend to develop and refine the accumulation schemes for positrons and
these different methods into one experiment. In the first phase of the work proposed
in separate experiments it will remain a big challenge to the project to integrate all
While many of the individual steps of the proposed experiment have been carried out

2 Production and trapping of antihydrogen

cross section of this reaction.

at low energy. Initial results are in agreement with theoretical predictions for the
imental demonstration of the recombination of electrons and protons into hydrogen
performed by some of our collaborators [18], and constitutes the first successful exper
from protons and positronium atoms colliding in a crossed beam geometry has been
troscopic measurements. A test experiment, attempting to produce hydrogen atoms
the system is not as susceptible to field ionization and is directly accessible to spec
(if excited positronium atoms are used [17]) in low-lying excited states. Therefore,

In the third approach antihydrogen is produced directly in the ground state or
electric field gradients present in the experiment.
highly excited Rydberg states and may not be stable against field ionization in the
problem identified with this reaction is the fact that antihydrogen is produced in
taneous conversion of the trapped antiprotons to neutral antihydrogen. The main

The second method theoretically has the highest rate, leading to almost instan



the cooled antiprotons after the electron cooling has taken place. OCR Output
initially hold cold electrons in preparation for the electron cooling, and then to collect
throughout this document. The central, harmonic region serves a dual purpose: to
the trap has no harmonic properties and will be referred to as the “catching trap"
defined by the entrance foil and the high voltage exit electrode. This main section of
electrode. For the purpose of the initial antiproton capture the trapping region is
quadrupole potential in the central region [20], and a cylindrical high voltage exit
with lengths and diameters carefully chosen to produce a harmonic, orthogonalized,
prised of five cylinders ( 2 endcaps, 2 compensation electrodes, and the central ring)

The trap structure consists of 7 electrodes: the entrance foil, a central region com
magnet capable of producing a magnetic field of up to 6 Tesla.
and 3.8 cm diameter, situated in the horizontal, cryogenic bore of a superconducting
dynamically captured in a large volume “catching” Penning trap of 50 cm total length
side of the target at energies below 30 keV [19]. These “low-energy antiprotons” are
choice of target thickness, up to 1.5% of the antiprotons emerge from the down-stream
of 5.9 MeV kinetic energy are passed through a thin target foil and, with a proper
a strong homogeneous magnetic field and an electric quadrupole field). Particles
electrodynamical capture of charged particles in a Penning trap (a superposition of
We have developed a method based on a combination of energy loss in material and

2.2.1 The PS200 catching trap system

2.2 Capture and cooling of antiprotons

depicting all components discussed in this short description.
the different stages of the experiment. In Fig. 1 we show a sketch of the entire lay-out
space and access for particle detectors providing the diagnostic measurements during
term confinement and for precision spectroscopic measurements, as well as provide
also allow for access of laser beams needed for cooling the antihydrogen atoms for long

In constructing such a combination or superposition of different traps one must
magnetic gradient field onto the constant field necessary for the Penning trap.
ing with the magnetic moment of the atoms can be used by superimposing a strong
annihilate. To confine the produced antihydrogen atoms magnetic gradients interact
electric forces ceases and antihydrogen atoms will escape, hit the nearest wall, and

Once antiprotons and positrons have been recombined the confinement by the
of the positron beam used for positronium generation in the trap.
mulation in an external positron accumulator may be used to enhance the intensity
the positron to the antiproton in form of a neutral positronium atom, positron accu
which is then recaptured in the recombination trap. For the third method, bringing
loaded efficiently by injecting an intense pulse from an external positron accumulator,
confine particles of opposite electric charge, can be used. Both types of traps can be
tion. Alternatively a combined radio-frequency (Paul) and Penning trap, which can
proximity of each other and are passed through each other at the time of recombina
tiprotons and the positive positrons are stored in two different potential wells in close
antiproton (method one or two), one may use nested Penning traps. The negative an



emitted from radioactive sources have a range of energies in the MeV region and upon OCR Output
at surfaces, have been reported for many years (for reviews see e.g. [21, 22]). Positrons
Controlled sources of low energy positrons, and their efficient conversion to Ps atoms

2.3 LOW €I1€I`gy pOSltI`OH 3CC`I1I'I1`I1l3.tiOII

tests) within a few hundred seconds after initial capture.
of the surrounding trap structure and the residual gas (typically at 10 K in these
tion that antiprotons have been cooled to thermal equilibrium with the temperature
dominating these measurements. We therefore interpret these results as a demonstra
are upper limits only, since the Coulomb interaction between the charged particles is
observed mean energy is below 1 eV with a FWHM of 800 meV. Both these values

An energy spectrum of these low energy antiprotons is shown in figure 3. The
a 1 cm3 region at the center of the trap.
Up to 65 % of the captured particles were cooled to sub-eV energies and collected in
in the capture of more than one million antiprotons from a single bunch from LEAR.
well at the center of the trap. During recent tests of this system we have succeeded
antiprotons will lose their kinetic energy and eventually settle also into the harmonic
energy to the external helium bath through synchrotron radiation. By this process the
their kinetic energy slowly to the cloud of electrons, which in turn transfers this
long catching trap and interact with the electrons via Coulomb collisions, transfering

Kilo-electronvolt energy antiprotons will oscillate back and forth in the 0.5 meter

10° electrons.
temperature of the trap. Typical electron clouds achievable in our trap contain about
netic field in a few minutes and will assume a thermal equilibrium at the ambient
catching trap. These electrons will cool by synchrotron radiation in the high mag
purpose a dense electron cloud is preloaded into the central, harmonic region of the
Once captured, the antiprotons may be cooled further by electron cooling. For this

2.2.2 Electron cooling of antiprotons in the trap

within the volume of the trap.
electrode up to full potential before the particles ca.n escape, thereby capturing them
the PPAC windows is used to trigger the high voltage switch to ramp the entrance
entrance electrode. A pulse derived from annihilations in the support structure of
by the electrical potential at the far end of the trap and travel back towards the
energy particles will exit from the downstream face of the foil. They will be reflected
adjustment of the additional degrader material upstream, an optimum number of low
lose energy by collisions with the atoms of the foil material and, assuming proper
In this 135 micron gold coated aluminum foil at the trap entrance the antiprotons
Magnetic focussing in the 3.2 T field places a focal point at the final degrading foil.
ment, which contains a parallel plate avalanche counter (PPAC) for beam monitoring.
A particle pulse from the accelerator is transported to the front end of the experi
tectors used to monitor the incoming beam and to verify the capture of antiprotons.

Figure 2 shows the general layout of the experimental set-up and the different de



for precision spectroscopy and gravity studies with a rate sufficient for realistic exOCR Output
for detailed discussions) will yield the ultra·low energy antihydrogen atoms needed
[27]. Amongst these, only the reactions listed below (with the appropriate references
A variety of schemes to produce antihydrogen have been proposed in the literature

2.4.1 Historical background

2.4 Antihydrogen formation

pulses directly into an UHV trap similar to the fourth stage mentioned above.
intense pulses of positrons using a pulsed electron accelerator [26] and injecting these
ing discussed in our collaboration at this time and include the production of short,

Alternative methods of producing and accumulating low-energy positrons are be
arranged surface.
either captured and stored again or allowed to form positronium by striking a suitably
be released through valve A into the UHV recombination trap, where they can be
at a pressure of 10”n Torr, is larger than 50 days. The stored positrons can then
[25] of positrons can be introduced into the storage stage since the positron lifetime
than one hour. This set-up is illustrated schematica.lly in figure 4. Successive stacks
and moderator geometry will enable us to accumulate 101° positrons in much less
pumping scheme, adding a fourth (ultra-high vacuum) stage, and improving source
minutes and can be stored for about 30 minutes. Using a more efficient differentia.l
GBq) "Na source around 108 positrons can be accumulated in a period of three
the slow positrons at a rate of around 5.5 >< 10* s'1mCi'1. Thus from a 70 mCi (26
Surko and collaborators [24, 25] who use a buffer gas (N; at low pressure) to moderate
it to the recombination trap. The method proposed here derives from the work of
continuous beam produced by a radioactive-source—based instrument and interfacing
have a pulsed positron/positronium source. We therefore intend to accumulate the

In order to facilitate the observation of antihydrogen it will be advantageous to
length.
some heated surfaces [22], since the implantation depths can be less than the diffusion
the efficiencies can be high, even approaching 100 % for positronium emission from
re-emitted as positrons or as positronium atoms under controlled conditions. Now
of keV range [22, 23]. Such low energy positrons, if incident upon surfaces, can be
ulated and typical applications use beams with kinetic energies in the eV to tens

Once the positrons have been liberated into vacuum they can easily be manip
efficiencies of around 10'° slow positrons per fast positron.
penetration depth with the diffusion length immediately sets the sca.1e for moderator
vacuum as a free positron, or bound to an electron as positronium. Comparing the
encounter the surface of the solid and be spontaneously emitted into the surrounding
dependent upon the moderator material. During the diffusion process a positron may
where most annihilate, with the diffusion length being typically 103 to 10* A and
to the thermal level. Once the positron has slowed it is free to diffuse in the medium
penetrating solid matter slow typically within a few picoseconds to an energy close



(or electrons and protons) simultaneously in the same region of space a combined OCR Output
not be trapped simultaneously in a Penning trap. To trap positrons and antiprotons
take place. Positrons and antiprotons have the opposite sign electrical charge and can
positrons and antiprotons spend enough time near each other for the interaction to
To take advantage of the enhancement by laser stimulation it is necessary to have
been observed on merged electron and proton beams in storage rings [31] - [33].
sition. For the hydrogen case, the predicted large enhancement factors have recently
appropriate energy hu corresponding to the particular continuum-bound state tran
capture in particular n.—sta.tes by illuminating the reaction region with photons of
proposed in which the rate would be increased by about two orders of magnitude for
Therefore laser stimulated recombination (see reaction (2) and reference [14]) was
conserve energy and momentum, is a slow process on the time scale of a collision.

The rate for this reaction is small since the emission of a photon, necessary to

e++?=>_IT+hu.

on the spontaneous radiative recombination
The first proposal to form antihydrogen was presented by Budker [30] and was based

2.4.2 Laser assisted recombination in a combined trap

used.

suited to our final goal. However, if reaction 2 proves to be efficient, it could also be
therefore intend to pursue the routes via reaction 1,3, and 4 to find the method best
and, depending on the final application, any one route could be the best choice. We
of a positronium beam. Each method has distinct advantages and disadvantages
be confined before the recombination process since the positron is delivered in form
antihydrogen need to be trapped. In the last two cases, only antiprotons need to
atoms in a specific excited state. In the first two cases, both constituents forming
lying excited states are populated and can be partially selected by using positronium
excited states (n. E 100), and in the last two reactions and (4)], mostly low
the capture, in reaction (2) energy and momentum conservation lead to very highly
process. In reaction (1) this state can be selected by tuning the laser stimulating
quantum number of the intermediate state given by the dynamics of the specific

The antihydrogen atoms are typically produced in excited states with the principal
(See References [16], [17], [28], and [29], respectively.)

Ps'-]-F=>H*+e`

(3)PS+5=>H+e`,

(see Ref. [15]), and the two reactions

(2)c++e++p=>—IT+e+
(see Ref. [14]),

(1)6* + 5 + hu => H
perimentation:



formation in collisions between positrons and hydrogen to the antihydrogen formation OCR Output
conjugation and time reversal to link the well known cross section for positronium
ton. Cross sections have been estimated by Humbertson, et al. [38], using charge
This process can be interpreted as Auger capture of the positron to the antipro
lisions between positronium atoms and antiprotons [16] (See reactions (3) and
energy and momentum conservation) was first pointed out by B. Deutch and uses col
orders of magnitude by coupling the recombination process to a third particle (for
An alternative way to enhance the radiative antihydrogen formation rate by several

2.4.4 Antihydrogen by antiproton-positronium collisions

high n levels to the ground state must be carefully avoided.
states (low·field seeking states), and a spin change during de-excitation from these
Secondly, the neutral atom traps available for antihydrogen only stabilize specific spin
is planning to conduct a test experiment at the end of this LEAR running period.
field gradients present in the trap. To address this question, the PS196 collaboration
rise to the possibility that these loosely bound systems are field ionized by the electric
atoms are created in an extremely high Rydberg state (n = 100 or larger). This gives
milliseconds), two critical problems have been identified: Firstly, the antihydrogen
stored in the trap into antihydrogen atoms within a time intervall of less than 200
extremely high (with a 107/cm3 positrons at 4.2 K one would convert 106 antiprotons

While the theoretical production rate for this process appears, at first sight, to be
with temperature as T'°/2
strongly dependent on the relative velocity of positrons and antiprotons and varies
the conservation of energy and momentum. The rate constant for this process is
positron in the vicinity of a collision between antiprotons and positrons to assist in
In the second process (see reaction (2)), the high positron density provides a second

2.4.3 Antihydrogen formation using a dense positron plasma

the near future.

combination of electrons and protons into hydrogen exist, and will be carried out in
charge limit. Plans to continue this experiment by attempting laser stimulated re
simultaneously at estimated densities of 107 cm`°, which is about 1/ 100 of the space
has recently been demonstrated [37] to hold several thousand electrons and protons
for particles with vastly different charge-to-mass ratios (e' and 2°8U°2+). Such a trap
mentioned by Guo-Zhong Li and G. Werth [36] who analysed the regions of stability
[35]. The possibility to use such a system for the formation of antihydrogen was first
cal and experimental investigations of such a system were performed by Bate et al.
discussed by Schiissler et al. [34] for the capture of ions in flight. Further theoreti
be kept in the same volume for an indefinitely long time. This arrangement was first
by a radio-frequency-quadrupole field (Paul trap), and positrons and antiprotons can
ning trap). For electrons, the repelling force from the electrostatic field is overcome
static magnetic field and a static electric quadrupole field for ion confinement (Pen
Penning and RF·trap (Paul trap) may be used. Such a trap employs a homogeneous
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configuration used for the latter case normally consists of an arrangement of coils,
where collisions with the walls of the containment vessel are unacceptable. The trap
both states, only the low field seeking states are of use in the case of antihydrogen,
high field seeking atoms. Even though work with hydrogen has been performed with
moment of the atoms separates the (anti-)hydrogen into low field seeking atoms and

The confining force being the magnetic gradient, interaction with the magnetic
dense clouds of hydrogen atoms.
and Amsterdam [47], who have developed the technology to magnetically confine
work in this area will be guided by the excellent work by the groups at MIT [44, 45, 46],
trapping and studying the neutral antihydrogen atoms. Much of the development
antihydrogen, the next task is to combine all this into an environment suitable for
Having discussed the generation and trapping of all necessary components to form

2.5 Magnetic traps for antihydrogen

make systematic background analyses.
account. Data acquisition is continuing to improve the statistical accuracy and to
when the appropriate transformation for the velocity of the protons is taken into
13.3 keV. This is in good agreement with expectations from available theory [42, 43]

An event rate of (8.1 ;l: 3.1) >< 10"‘ s`1 was obtained at a proton beam energy of
develop the necessary technology of positronium production.
theoretical predictions for antihydrogen formation, this experiment also allowed us to
between protons and positronium [41]. While designed specifically for testing the
to perform the charge-conjugate experiment of forming hydrogen atoms via collisions

To test the reactions (3) and (4), part of our collaboration has set up an experiment
a very clear signature through their annihilation on normal matter.
in general is much more difficult than the detection of antihydrogen atoms which have
atoms from those present in the residual gas, detection of low energy hydrogen atoms
background of hydrogen. Not only is it hard to distinguish the produced hydrogen
hydrogen because of the difficulties of detecting hydrogen atoms amidst the natural

Such test experiments may be more difficult than the actual production of anti
reaction, forming hydrogen by recombining electrons and positrons.
problems with the specific method of recombination, one can use the charge conjugate
To test the validity of the calculated cross·secti0ns and to better identify experimental

2.4.5 Recombination experiments with protons

et al. [40] and exhibit a large cross section to low-lying excited states.
ues for the formation of antihydrogen in specific excited states are given by Ermolaev,
have obtained values which are considerably larger than the ground-state results. Val
quantum states of the antihydrogen using classical and semi—classical methods [39]
Calculations of the total antihydrogen formation cross section occupying all possible
cross section of 3.2 >< 10"1° cm2 with a broad maximum at a p energy of 2.5 keV.
the incoming positronium atom to be in the ground state, resulting in a production
cross sections. Early calculations assumed both the produced antihydrogen as well as
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The 2196 anode wires and cathode strips are read out via a PCOS III system.
gi annihilation vertex to within about 1 mm.
the cathode strips will provide a sufficient resolution in r-45 and z to reconstruct the
active length of»20 cm. Readout of the anodes (anode wire spacing of 2 mm) and of
bers (MWPC’s) with anode layers situated at radii 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 cm, and with an
The charged tracking detector consists of 5 concentric multiwirc proportional cham

2.6.1 Charged track reconstruction

divided into quadrants for modularity, access and simple reconfiguration.
detection of the two 511 keV ·y’s). The detectors have cylindrical symmetry, but are
tracking and vertex determination, followed by a CsI electromagnetic calorimeter (for
the racetrack coils houses five multiwirc proportional chamber (PWC’s) for charged
The apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The volume outside of the trap and in-between

• high rate capabilities to study the evolution in time of the yi and e+ clouds

• reconstruction of the annihilation vertex with good resolution

• discrimination between antihydrogen, antiproton and positron annihilation

steps of the production and study of antihydrogen. The goals for this detector are:
understanding of the process of recombination, as well as a diagnostic tool during all
hilations in background gas and confining vessel, is of prime importance, both for the
Detection of annihilating antihydrogen, and discrimination against antiproton anni

2.6 Antihydrogen detection

with T < 1 Kelvin.

1.5 Tesla for the magnetic well depth, initial confinement would be limited to atoms
to be employed, to quickly cool down the antihydrogen atoms after formation. Using
kinetic energy at which the antihydrogen is formed, or effective laser cooling needs
continuous confinement, the well depth will have to be substantially larger than the
while the low·field seeking states would be attracted towards the center. To achieve
drogen produced in the high-field seeking states would quickly leave the trap volume,
located within the potential well for the confinement of the neutral atoms. Antihy
the magnetic trap and the Penning trap in such a way that the Penning trap is
able for antihydrogen. An alternative method we propose consists of superimposing
the potential well by inelastic collisions with residual gas atoms, a method unaccept

In filling the magnetic traps in the hydrogen work, the "gas" is allowed to fall into
axial leakage and also the non-zero field value in the center.
coaxial solenoids at either end of the trapping volume, which provide a barrier against
track coils which generate a quadrupole field. Axial confinement is achieved through
et al. [44] and provides transverse trapping forces by a set of superconducting race
The essentially cylindrical geometry of these traps has been proposed by Pritchard
a zero field location, which would introduce spin-depolarizing Majorana transitions.
designed to produce a magnetic minimum at the center of the trap without having
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possible precision of 10"1° has been discussed for the latter case [48]. This precision
lifetime of the 2s state (1/8 second) and the natural linewidth connected to this, a
structure (6.4 >< 10*3) and for the 1S — 2S transition (1.8 >< 10‘"). Based on the
vanced enormously. Today the highest precision has been achieved for the hyperfine

Over the last decade, the precision of spectroscopic studies of hydrogen has ad
and possibly shed light on the problem of unifying gravity with the three other forces.
experimental area would test the validity of the Weak Equivalence Principle (WEP)
the kaon system, and especially would do so in the baryon sector, while the second

The first would constitute a test of CPT at a level rivaling even the result on

Study of the antimatter gravity in the Earth’s gravitational field.

CPT tests by comparing spectroscopic measurements of hydrogen and antihydrogen.

can be found in two areas:

question what the physics benefits of such an endeavor would be. In principle, these
Considering the effort necessary to produce antihydrogen one must naturally ask the

3.1 Possible experiments with antihydrogen

3 Spectroscopy of antihydrogen

The total assembly consists of four quadrants of 11 kg each.
(8 bits), covering the range 0 · 50 MeV.
use ADC’s with fast conversion time (like LRS FERA’s), and relatively low resolution
considerations, and will thus be typically 3 psec. For triggering purposes, we plan to
psec scintillation decay time of the crystals, and on the high side by pulse pile up
time coincidence window. The shaping time is determined on the low side by the 0.9
have the added advantage of a fast signal, allowing to reduce background via a tight
options to avalanche photodiodes or state-of-tl1e—art solid state photodiodes, which
down to 500 keV, noise is the dominant problem, and essentially limits the read-out
photodiodes than to photomultipliers. Due to the requirement of detecting photons
is most prominent at longer wavelengths, and thus better matched to the response of
diodes for the readout of the scintillation light. In addition, the CsI emission spectrum

The presence of a strong, inhomogeneous magnetic field requires the use of photo
MeV, easily separable from 511 keV ·y` s.
511 keV ·y`s is about 50 %. In 6 cm CsI, minimum ionizing particles deposit 33.6
(annihilation) point - to approximately 1 cm. The overall detection efficiency for two
position determination of two interacting 511 keV ·y’s - and thus of the production
and consists of 1200 crystals with dimensions 1xlx6 cm3. This granularity allows the
The Csl calorimeter is a 20 cm long cylinder which lies at a radial distance of 10 cm,

2.6.2 7 detection

which gives a very small contribution to multiple scattering.
The average thickness of one chamber can be as low as 0.5 x 10`3 radiation lengths,
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1234 THz with that of a methane stabilized helium-neon laser at 88.5 THz [50].
with a precision of 1.8 >< 10'11 by comparing the frequency of the excitation light at
accuracy of parts in 1012 [49] and the 1S —2S transition frequency has been measured

In a dense atomic beam (109 atoms / cm3) this transition has been observed with an
900 Hz at 3mK.

will then be mainly dependent on the temperature in the trap and is 300 kHz/ K, i.e
18 Hz / Gauss (for transition between the mp = +/- 1 states). The ultimate resolution
directions. The relativistic Zeeman shift due to the magnetic field in this case is only
Doppler-free excitation is possible by the absorption of two photons from opposite
this the ideal candidate for precision spectroscopy on hydrogen and antihydrogen.

The extremely small natural liuewidth of 1 Hz of the IS — 2S transition makes
interaction times) or very high laser intensities (> 5000W/ cmg).
and this method is restricted to either trapped antihydrogen atoms (allowing long
neglect magnetic field inhomogeneities. However, the excitation rates are very low
drive transitions between magnetic sublevels of equal Zeeman shifts, allowing us to

Two-photon excitation methods are intrinsically Doppler-free and can be used to
and the second order Doppler effect may also contribute.
the dominant systematic effects. At the highest resolution, transit time broadening
the constituents as well as the neutral atoms, Zeeman and Doppler broadening will be
4 K. Since magnetic fields of the order of several Tesla will be necessary to trap both
has been produced by recombination of antiprotons and positrons or positronium at
lution. We generally assume that a cold sample of at least 103 antihydrogen atoms
methods which combine extreme detection sensitivity with the highest possible reso
troscopy is the number of available atoms. This presents the challenge to develop

One important practical difference between hydrogen and antihydrogen spec
nuclear charge radius appears.
contributes at the ppm-level. At the level of 1 part in 109 the influence of the finite
1S Lamb shift, which includes radiative corrections and vacuum polarization effects,
level and contains information about the mass ratio of positron and antiproton. The
the (anti)Rydberg constant. The reduced mass correction contributes at the 0.5%
between the n = 1 and the n = 2 states of (anti)hydrogen is determined mainly by
on other transitions can be found in reference [11]. The energy interval of 2468 THz
which promises the highest possible precision due to its long lifetime. More details
tihydrogen). As a specific example we would like to discuss the 1S — 2S transition,
tihydrogen (taking into account specific restrictions imposed on the handling of an

The principles of high precision hydrogen spectroscopy are equally valid for an
proton and the antiproton have now reached a precision of 1.1 >< 10`°
tron, positron, proton, and antiproton. The comparison of the inertial masses of the
followed by precision comparisons of the magnetic moments and masses of the elec
Currently the best tests of CPT invariance have been performed in the kaon system

3.1.1 CPT tests with Antihydrogen

applicable to antihydrogen.
would require using trapped hydrogen atoms, an environment which would be directly
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drogen production set—up, and a number of members from our group have expressed
are possible in a parasitic operation at the antiproton catching trap of our antihy
number of small scale experiments both in nuclear physics as well as in atomic physics
periment and an active discussion on these issues has been initiated. Additionally, a
consider using a trap similar to the PS200 catching trap as a source for their ex
of·intent. The need for lower energy antiprotons has led the PS205 collaboration to
antiprotons in dense helium targets will continue and is the topic of a separate letter
periments in atomic and nuclear physics. The continuation of the work on trapping
exist to employ the technology of antiproton trapping and cooling for small scale ex
trapping, cooling, and the study of antihydrogen at rest, a number of possibilities
While the main thrust of our collaboration will go towards production, identification,

3.2 Other experiments with ultra-cold antiprotons

atoms.

which shows the potential of a high precision measurement of “g” on antihydrogen
fringes. Nevertheless, this method is the only one identifiable in the current literature
Much less than 1 % of the initial population can be expected to contribute to the
beam, resulting in greatly increased experimental dimensions, will have to be used.
gives an rms velocity spread of approximately 700 cm/ sec. A much faster fountain

The much higher photon recoil limit for laser cooling hydrogen atoms (M 2.4 mK)
cycles. This represented a sensitivity to "g” of 6g/ g = 3 >< 10'
fringes were observed with an uncertainty in the phase determination of 3 >< 10'
which shows up as a phase shift varying as the square of the time. Distinct interference
falling with the atom, the Raman light fields appear linearly Doppler~shifted in time,
atom will depend on the phase of the driving Raman field. In the frame of reference
geometry. In the absence of external forces acting on the atoms the final state of an
gravitational acceleration, "g", of laser-cooled sodium atoms in an atomic fountain
experiment they used velocity·sensitive, stimulated Raman transitions to measure the
could be developed based on the work of by Chu and collaborators [13]. In their

Or, if it is possible to form an atomic fountain, an even more powerful method
the (weak) magnetic traps. [51].
able. One can look for the gravitational sag of the cold atoms in the shallow well of
atoms could be trapped and laser cooled more powerful methods may become avail
and interferometric techniques has been suggested [52]. If the formed antihydrogen
elaborate method, using a horizontal beam of ultra-low energy antihydrogen atoms
because of the photon recoil limit of approximately 2.4 mK. Consequently, a more
of “g” on antihydrogen are difficult and unlikely to yield high precision measurement
laboration intends to address this question vigorously. Simple ballistic measurements
and (neutral) antihydrogen atoms have been discussed for many years, and our col
Weak Equivalence Principle). Gravity measurements on both (charged) antiprotons
gravitational acceleration of matter and antimatter (constituting a violation of the
An equally important question to be addressed is the one of possible differences of the

3.1.2 Gravity studies using antihydrogen
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gravitational field.
ties to study the gravitational acceleration of antimatter and matter in the Earth’s

The availability of low energy antihydrogen atoms will also provide opportuni
can be used to study the hyperfine interaction or measure the Rydberg constant.
discussed specifically the measurement of the IS — 2S transition, but similar methods
allowing spectroscopy at the limit of the natural linewidth. In this proposal we have
atoms can reach times infinitely long on the scale of the intrinsic life times, therefore
radiation. With proper care of the vacuum environment the storage time of these
captured into a magnetic gradient trap where they may be cooled further by laser
to generate antihydrogen atoms with low enough kinetic energy so that they can be
propose to explore the most promising routes to produce antihydrogen. The goal is
opportunities for fundamental research in the areas of CPT violation and gravity. We
Recent progress in trapping and storing low-energy antiprotons has created exciting

4 Summary

with the SPSLC.

studies. Details of these experiments will be the topic of separate communications
for the last two years, using a low energy extracted antiproton beam for collisional
interest in continuing a line of research which has been part of the program of PS200
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(c) Gravitational studies
(b) Spectroscopy of antihydrogen (ls — 2.s transition).
(a) Study laser cooling of antihydrogen in magnetic trap.

2001+ Start of spectroscopy of antihydrogen.

Phase II:

(b) Determine trapping efficiency of neutral atom trap.
2001 (a) Collection of antihydrogen in magnetic gradient trap.

(c) Establish temperatures and final phase space for atom trapping.
(b) Establish reaction rates and test detection schemes.
(a) First formation and detection of low energy antihydrogen.

2000 Trapping of antihydrogen.

(c) Accumulation and transfer of positrons at the AD site.
(b) Stacking of antiprotons, establishing a suflicient density in the trap.
(a) First capture and cooling of antiprotons from the new source.

1999 Commisioning of the antiproton catching trap at the AD

(c) Installation and commisioning of the magnetic trap.
(b) Installation and tests of the positron accumulator.
(a) Transfer of the PS200 catching trap to new source.

1998 Installation and testing of key elements at the AD site.

(c) Design of the magnetic trap.
(b) Upgrade of the PS200 catching trap.
(a) Development of the positron accumulator.

1997 Reconfigure Antiproton Accumulator.

Phase I:

antihydrogen atoms in low lying excited states for spectroscopy.
will come on line, recombination experiments will commence, aiming towards trapping
methods appropriate for antihydrogen as well. As soon as the new antiproton source
troscopy can be developed with hydrogen atoms, as long we keep in mind to use
spectroscopy. It must be noted that all methods for trapping, cooling, and spec
beams, as will be the development of the necessary laser technology for cooling and
positronium formation will be performed independently from access to antiproton
to the first spectroscopy of antihydrogen atoms. Studies on positron trapping and
and gravity tests. At the current time we concentrate mostly on the steps leading
the initial success we anticipate a long and healthy physics program including CPT

The physics accessible with low energy antihydrogen is very diverse and based on
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the trapping stage has three stages [24, 25].
storage stage to interface to the PS200 antiproton trap. In the actual apparatus

Fig. 4: Schematic illustration of a positron accumulator with ultra-high vacuum

eV and the apparent FWHM is $ 800 meV (see text also for details).
Fig. 3: Energy spectrum of cooled antiprotons. The apparent mean energy is S 1

tillators for antiproton detection.
are the superconductive magnet dewar, the trap, and beam monitors and scin

Fig. 2: Schematic lay-out of antiproton catching trap of experiment PS200. Shown

at CERN.

Fig. 1: Conceptual view of antihydrogen experiment at the Antiproton Decelerator

Figure Captions
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